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About This Game

"New Age" is a multiplayer online RPG game featuring elements of tactics and exciting atmosphere. The game takes place in a
world where the ability to build wise strategy determines your success.

The story unfolds in a beautiful fairy world, called «Aquillion». For years, the best warriors withstood the monsters’ onslaught,
perfecting their mastery of various melees and ranged weapons and practicing the art of magic.

But now «Aquillion» is in a serious danger, and You, along with thousands of other players, will take part in great battles both
on land and in the sea, exciting adventures that last for many days, creating the fate of your new world with your own

hands.Your character’s fame and valor will grow alongside with you discoveries of the game world and you will get new
opportunities and options.

Game features:
— 3D graphics and visual effects.

— Open world.
— Trading between players via marketplace

— Coop mode and team PVP battles.
— A lot of exciting nonlinear quests.

— PvP-arena fighting against one or several players. Give your enemies a Whipping!
— Dozens of different characters of various classes with unique skills, weapons and equipment.

— Several thousands of different weapons and uniforms, ranging from homemade sword, to such masterpiece as mythic
flaming weapon.

— Full control over your character in the battle. There is no automatic fights - only you decide how your character should act,
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which skills to use, and which spell will crush your enemies.
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Title: New Age
Genre: Free to Play, RPG, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
G-type
Publisher:
G-type
Release Date: 15 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7x64

Processor: Core2 Duo

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

English,Russian
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GIBZ - Anniversary:
Today (April 7) is the one year anniversary since GIBZ released out of early access. I only noticed a couple of weeks ago so I
didn't have much time to put into the new content update I had planned. I'll try and get that out next month in time for the 2 year
anniversary since GIBZ originally launched in early access (May 21). You can see a little teaser for that update at the bottom of
this post.

Special Player Head Unlock Codes. GIBZ - Upcoming Update Preview:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UenSTItQ30U
It’s been over a month since the last update to GIBZ. So here is a video showing off some of the new stuff you can expect in an
upcoming update!

New weapons: Blunderbuss, Scoped Rifle and the Tommy Gun

New common enemy: Skeletons

New level to fight encounters in: Forest

New Boss ??

Various tweaks and improvements

No planned date for it yet, though it will probably come out sometime next month. If some things take longer than expected I
may release part of it before the rest.. GIBZ - Xmas 2017:
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The GIBZ Xmas event is back! Everything from last year + one new achievement/hat and a snowy map for Zombie Surfing.

Xmas Event! Now until the 31st of December (UTC)

New Achievement and Facewear: Snowman Head (throw explosive snowballs)

Snowy Zombie Surfing - Zombie Surfing now has a chance of being set in the snow

The 2 Xmas achievements and hats from last year are back again!

Find a zombie that's getting into the holiday spirit. Then kill him and take his hat.

Can you find the legendary Deerwolf and claim it's antlers?

Snowy Treasure mini-game - dig in the snow for improved chances of coins and hats

Each day find 8 crates sitting in the church (containing coins and random hats from any zone)

Crates containing weapons, hats or facewear have coloured ribbons on them during the event

Fixed being able to open the Perk Shop when looking at an NPC shop

Fixed bushes in the Forest level spawning on top of the gun in the Gatling Defence minigame

. GIBZ - Valentine:
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It's time for another event in GIBZ. This is another small one like the Easter one last year (which will be coming back again as
well). I don't currently have any plans for expanding the Easter event but if anyone has any ideas; feel free to suggest them and
maybe I'll do something for it.

Valentine Event Now until the 19th of February (UTC)

Random Encounters have a chance of a Cupid showing up - shoot him for coins and to get his Halo!

Added new hat: Halo - shoot your friends with your crossbow to give them your heart (one heart of health that is)

Type "<3cupid<3" in chat (offline only) during the event to change the look of your health between pink hearts and the
regular red hearts (do it at least once to unlock the ability to use the command any time of the year)

The Tower Bridge level is now skippable if it's cleared and you've defeated the final boss before

Fixed graphical problem with certain hats in player profiles

Fixed Beach Surf level background

. GIBZ - Easter Update:

Easter Time in GIBZ! Catch Rabbits and find Easter Eggs for bonus money. Catch at least one rabbit to unlock the Bunny Ears.
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Easter Event! Now until the 24th of April (UTC)

Find and catch rabbits to get money! (leap on top of them to catch them)

Catch at least one rabbit to unlock the Bunny Ears hat

Earn more money than usual in the Treasure mini-game by digging up easter eggs (worth 10 coins each)

Updated Japanese Translation

Hat/Facewear pop-up info now displays above the foreground and no longer goes below the screen

The "Fashion Lover" achievement no longer requires you to own any event hats (halloween, xmas, easter) or the Dark
Knight Helmet (from hardcore)

Fixed bug that could prevent you from finishing the Goliath boss fight - when he died holding a zombie that zombie
could end up invincible and floating in the air

Fixed bug where the werewolf could pounce on two players at once in online co-op

. GIBZ - Surgeon Update:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RB6UeL8DU-Y
New boss time!

Added the 5th Boss (in hospital)

Added new melee weapon: Bone Chainsaw

Added 2 new masks (one found in encounters, the other from an achievement)

Added 3 new achievements

Added new music to the Fisherman Boss fight

Improved Collision (more stable and hopefully faster)
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Improved AI slightly + added path finding for levels that require it (ie: the new boss level)

Added "News" button/menu to the main menu (click to see latest patch notes)

Dynamite can now be bought at the Church (once the Pub spawn is unlocked)

Tweaked enemy spawning in boss fights based on amount of players

Added a scoreboard to Mayhem on the right-side of the screen (or simply your score in singleplayer)

Added pop-up messages to Mayhem when you beat world, friend or personal records (based on steam leaderboards)

Player names on the HUD are now coloured based on player number

Fixed bug that occured when going in-between maps which caused input events to be called multiple times (messing
overworld map UI)

. GIBZ - Halloween 2017:

It's Halloween time in GIBZ again! two new achievements and two new masks have been added (both with cool abilities).
Houses will also pop-up on the overworld map during the event, visit them for the chance for some loot or a fight.

Everything from last year's event is also back, including the hats and the two previous achievements.

2017-10-13 - Halloween 2017. High Resolution Sprites/Textures:
The support and option for High Resolution Sprites/Textures (4K) has been added to the game! Great for people that play the
game at a 1440p resolution or higher.

Originally the game used sprites/textures made for 1080p, which didn't look that good when you played the game at higher
resolutions. So I went through a re-exported them all for 4K, added support for sprites at different resolutions and fixed a whole
bunch of problems that came with it. Now the game can look nice and crisp at higher resolutions!

Patch Notes:

Added new option for high resolution (4K) sprites/textures (default sprites/textures are 1080p) - the game now looks
nice and crisp on 1440p+ resolutions
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Tweaked how textures are loaded (should fix the LoadingFailedException crashes that occurred for some people)

Tweaked pre-loading and loading screens to fix some issues

Fixed AI path-finding bug that could occur on some maps when zombies spawned from doorways
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